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Abstract

TEPCO applied a digital safety system to Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station Unit
Nos.6 and 7,the world's first ABWR plant. Although this was the first time to apply a digital safety
logic system in Japan, we were able to complete construction of K-6/7 very successfully and without
any delay. TEPCO took a approach of developing a substantial amount of experience in digital non-
safety systems before undertaking the design of the safety protection system. This paper describes the
history, techniques and experience behind achieving a highly reliable digital safety system.

1. Introduction

TEPCO has introduced digital technology to a nuclear power station in a well-planned
manner and completed a comprehensive digitized plant at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear
Power Station Units 6 and 7 (K-6/7), including safety systems. Although schedule for
completing the construction processes, from bed-rock inspection through fuel loading in
about 40 months at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa K-6/7 was very challenging, we completed
hardware manufacturing, software development, verification and validation (V&V), and field
tests on the digitized safety protection system within the schedule and had no problems. In
this paper, we describe the performance and evaluation results of V&V and various tests on
the safety system software and the future schedule, while presenting TEPCO's history of
digital technology introduction.

2. Construction Schedule and Scope of Manufacture at K-6/7 (Figure 1)

For Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station Unit 6, we started excavation in
September 1991, poured the first concrete in August 1992, installed the reactor pressure
vessel in August 1994 and commenced fuel loading in November 1995. Finally, after pre-
operation and start-up tests, the unit started commercial operation in November 1996.

During this period, for K-6, the main control room panels for the reactor system,
including the safety system, were fabricated at Toshiba's Fuchu Works, and those for the
turbine system were fabricated at Hitachi's Ohmika Works. The control panels for the
reactor and turbine systems were installed at the site in July 1994 after comprehensive
combination tests with man-machine equipment and a process computer, and simulation
tests. After the control panels were installed, we restored them, tied in field signals, and
started confirmation of functions.

As for Unit 7, the schedule for promoting its construction followed that for Unit 6 by
about one year. In the case of Unit 7, we reversed the suppliers of equipment to balance the
technology of the domestic manufacturers, i.e., equipment for the reactor system was
supplied by Hitachi, and that for the turbine system by Toshiba.
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3. Scope of Application of C&I p. -P to K-6/7 (Figure 2)

Figure 2 shows an overall schematic diagram of controls and instruments (C&I) at K-6/7.
As shown in the Figure, digital controllers are used throughout the plant. Instruments are
linked together by their multiplex controllers, and optical fibers or hard wires. The
operational data and equipment status required by the main control room is put together by
the process computer and sent to man-machine devices.

The part enclosed by a broken line represents the part which was digitized for the first
time at K-6/7. Most of the plant systems were already digitized at preceding plants. The
safety system is also composed basically of same hardware and software already used in
preceding plants. So the digital controllers were very smoothly introduced into the safety
protection system.

4. History of Introduction of Digital Control Technology

Figure 3 shows the history of TEPCO's introduction of digital controllers. At K-2/5,
which started commercial operation in 1990, we established triplicate control technology and
no-interrupt processing by digitizing important control systems. At the same time, we
introduced touch-screen operation with a process computer to the radioactive/waste (R/W)
system, and down-sized man-machine devices to establish basic technology and collect
experience on the points to be improved for operation. At K-3/4, which started commercial
operation in 1993 and 1994, respectively, we established multiplexing transmission
technology using optical fibers, and widely applied digital control technology, except for the
safety system. And, at K-6/7, we digitized the safety protection system by using this
multiplex control technology and optical multiplexing data transmission technology.

5. Configuration of Digital Reactor Protection System

Figure 4 shows the configuration of the digital reactor protection system at K-6/7.
The signals sent from field sensors are converted from analog signals to digital signals by the
Remote Multiplexing Unit (RMU) and sent via optical fibers to the Digital Trip Module
(DTM) at the main control room. Here, trip signals for each division are generated by
application software. When more than 2 out of 4 signals come into a Trip Logic Unit (TLU),
the electromagnetic solenoid for emergency insertion of control rods is deenergized. As for
CPUs, an Intel i80386 32-bit CPU is used by Toshiba and a Motorola 68030 32-bit CPU is
used by Hitachi. As for application software, Problem Oriented Language (POL), a graphical
language, is used.

6. Difference between Non-Safety System, Development and Test Processes of Hardware
and Software, and Safety Protection System Process

Figure 5 shows the design, development and test processes of hardware and software.
The part enclosed by a broken line represents the parts of a new process that are added when
the p. -P is used for the controller. It should be noted that all systems in the plant are built
basically by the same processes as the safety protection system. The parts newly that are
added to the safety protection system are only the V&V process, IBD cross-check,
decompile check and the dynamic simulation test (the parts enclosed by a solid line in the
diagram).
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On the following pages, we would like to describe the development and test results of
the software and how to assure reliability of the software subject to V&V.

Basically, the reliability and availability of non-safety systems are adequately assured
and demonstrated by TEPCO in conventional ways. Therefore, the V&V method is mainly
used to demonstrate reliability to third parties in an auditable manner. We think that V&V is
not an essential tool for obtaining high reliability.

7. Characteristics of K-6/7 Software

Based on our long history of us ing digital controllers, we give particular emphasis to the
following points in designing software:

• Use of language which can be easily verified
• Simple logic
• Prohibition of interrupt processing

Moreover, we also made the following points the basic policy:
• Basically replace relay logic with a software diagram for a safety system
• Never provide additional complex logic to the software diagram for a safety system
Figure 6 shows an example of POL. This language is very easy to verify, and it is

possible to easily read the behavior of the program from its source list.
When digital controllers were initially introduced, there were some types of software

which could hardly be read, but POL has outlived such software because it was necessary for
utility engineers to easily understand the functions and the behavior of digital equipment.

POL has the characteristic of being easy to read, and therefore highly reliable
application software can be developed.

8. Man-hours required for V&V and Result

POL is software that can easily conduct V&V. But, several ten thousands of man-
hours at the manufacturers and several hundreds of man-hours at our company were required
for Veri.l through Veri.5.

It seemed that the V&V aspect requiring the most time was documentation. It took a lot
of man-hours to make the documents in an auditable manner, because the documents to be
verified were in different format, e.g., specification and IBD.

Through V&V activities, a few ambiguous Japanese words and phrases were found
in the specifications, and therefore, we revised it in order to clarify. No other errors were
found.

9. Additional Verification Conducted for Application of POL to Safety Protection System,
and Results

The source lists described by POL are compiled according to the process shown in
Figure 7, and installed in hardware. A maintenance tool is available to read the software
installed in hardware and reversely to decompile the POL diagram.

With this tool, it is possible to utilize a program different from the compiler and to
reversely decompile the program installed in hardware to the POL so that it can be checked
by engineers. Therefore, it is possible to confirm whether the program compiled through the
compiler is properly performing or not. In other words, it is possible to indirectly check the
compiler.
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In the past, for non-safety system, we did not conduct such checks, because the POL
compiler performed well. As for the safety protection systems of K-6/7, we conducted
checks for double assurance and found no errors.

10. Validation Test

To confirm system performance, we conducted function tests and dynamic tests.
The function tests were basically the same as the conventional sequence (system logic)

tests. But, using POL was very helpful to confirm system logic, as the internal sequence
status could be read on the maintenance tool display.

For the safety protection system, dynamic tests were also conducted for double
assurance. For the dynamic tests, the manufacturers prepared automatic test tools,
performed 7 cases more than 10,000 times, and recorded the results. When the construction
of K-6/7 was underway, the dynamic tests on the Sizewell B Unit in the U.K. was in the
news. So we also conducted dynamic tests, and the results of the behavior were all normal.
The tool was designed to automatically generate signals and record them. A lot of time could
be saved in factory tests.

11. Hazard Analysis of Digital Controller with POL

Now hazard analysis of digital controllers by means of POL is underway. Figure 8
shows an example.

As for application software, there are almost no hazards through various easy checks,
as long as POL is used. We think the results of hazard analysis of digital control systems
using C language or PL/M may be the same fault tree, but there must be a big difference in the
difficulty of discriminating the hazards. POL and the POL maintenance tool are effective for
doing so.

12. Conclusion

The digital safety system applied to K-6/7 performed very well during manufacturing
tests, installation tests, and plant start-up test, and it continues to operate successfully now.
This fact proves that our approach to and design for a digital safety system are correct.

(1) Apply a digital system to non-critical, non-safety systems first.
(2) Decide on or select the design philosophy and best software and hardware for a

nuclear power plant controller.
(3) Then expand the digital system gradually to learn about and study the necessity of

QA program improvement, and test methods, etc.
(4) Then apply ix -P technology to the safety system.
We believe the best software for nuclear power plant is POL. In fact, POL is very

useful and convenient to conduct V&V. But the V&V needs a lot of man-hours, so the design
freeze or standardization is important.

TEPCO will continue to make efforts to enhance the reliability of its digital systems
and to reduce the man-hours required for V&V in a proper manner.
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